
ARS 7th Grade Summer Reading Assignment for Language Arts 2018 

The Lions of Little Rock by Kristin Levine 

 

Directions:  After reading the novel, complete the assignment to explore The Lions of Little Rock in more 

detail.  The assignment may be typed using the Times New Roman, 12 pt. font, or the student may write the 

responses neatly on lined loose-leaf pages.  Work needs to be in final draft format, so it needs to be proofread 

and in black ink.  The written response must be turned in on paper, not on a USB drive or through email. 

 

Approximately, two weeks into the school year, the assignment is due.  We will discuss your questions about 

the assignment in class, but these pages provide directions for the written response and the vocabulary words.  

Some class time will be used for various assignments and evaluations of the novel.  If a student does not read 

over the summer, s/he must read The Lions of Little Rock and complete the assignment within the two-week 

time period.  This assignment (vocabulary and writing) is due by Wednesday, August 29, 2018. 

 

To show that you have read the book completely, I will ask you to take a short test on it and score at least 80%.   

 

Vocabulary Directions: Write brief definitions for the following words in the space provided.  Or, you 

may use separate paper. The vocabulary piece is worth 50 points. Attach it to the Written Response page. 

Vocabulary An example is provided.  

1.console: to comfort 26.injunctions 51.conspicuous 

2.Communist 27.rummaging 52.passive 

3.hygiene 28.cowered 53.variables 

4.integration 29.ideal 54.bellow 

5.segregation 30.stammered 55.repercussions 

6.flair 31.cashmere 56.foolhardy 

7.symmetrical 32.shrill 57.vouch 

8.mute 33.amused 58.impulsive 

9.frantically 34.dwell 59.monotone 

10.daintily 35.satchel 60.perspective 

11.blemish 36.crawdads 61.suspicious 

12.outcry 37.crevice 62.envision 

13.colleague 38.aghast  

14.burly 39.irked  

15.correspondence 40.lynching  

16.talisman 41.notary  

17.quarry 42.renewed  

18.triumphant 43.quorum  

19.betrayed 44.stricken  

20.dread 45.boycott  

21.indefinitely 46.purge  

22.ideal 47.coincidence  

23.relent 48.trademark  

24.deterred 49.wafted  

25.supersede 50.slander  

 



Directions for the written responses: On a separate piece of paper, please respond to the 

following items using complete sentences.  It is important to include textual evidence to support 

your responses.  Textual evidence means that you found proof or details from your reading.  

The assignment may be typed using the Times New Roman, 12 pt. font, or you may neatly write 

the responses on lined loose-leaf paper.  Work needs to be in final draft format, so it needs to be 

proofread and in black ink.  The written response is worth 50 points. 
 

 

 

1. Why are the schools in Little Rock, Arkansas closed for several weeks at the beginning of 

the school year?  What happens for some students, like Judy? Provide specific details in a 

paragraph (five sentences).           (10 points) 

 

2. After Marlee discovers that Liz is colored (pg 61-66), she wants to find her (pg 72).  

They later develop a close friendship.  What do they do to maintain their friendship?           

Use textual evidence.          (5 points) 

 

3. Marlee gets involved in the Women’s Emergency Committee to Open Our Schools (WEC). 

Respond to the following questions in a cohesive paragraph of five to seven sentences.   

A) What is the function of this committee?  Why is it important?   

B) What is her role and her family’s role in this committee?   

    C) How does her community change because of this group’s efforts?  (10 points) 

 

4. Marlee’s relationship with J.T. changes throughout the story. How does their relationship 

change from the beginning to the ending? Use textual evidence.   (5 points) 

 

5. How do the characters demonstrate racism in the novel? Be sure to mention Red’s actions. 

(5 points) 
 

6. How do the characters demonstrate the fight for equality for all people? Be sure to mention 

the election.           (5 points) 

 

7. Liz encourages Marlee, “It’s important to face your fears. . . It makes you a better person.” 

    Respond to the following questions in a cohesive paragraph of seven to ten sentences.   

A)  What are some of the fears Marlee overcomes?   

B)  What three main events lead to Marlee’s change?  

C) Which one do you think is the most important?  Why?      (10 points) 
 

 

 

 

 
 


